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ABSTRACT
Networks show relationships between people or things. For instance, a person
has a social network of friends, and websites are connected through a network of
hyperlinks. Networks are most commonly represented as graphs, so graph drawing
becomes significant for network visualization. An effective graph drawing can quickly
reveal connections and patterns within a network that would be difficult to discern
without visual aid. But graph drawing becomes a challenge for large networks. Am-
biguous edge crossings are inevitable in large networks with numerous nodes and
edges, and large graphs often become a complicated tangle of lines. These issues
greatly reduce graph readability and makes analyzing complex networks an arduous
task. This project aims to address the large network visualization problem by com-
bining recursive community detection, node size scaling, layout formation, labeling,
edge coloring, and interactivity to make large graphs more readable. Experiments are
performed on five known datasets to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
A survey of the visualization results is conducted to measure the results.
Keywords: Networks, Visualization, Graph Drawing, Community Detec-
tion, Louvain, Node Size, Graph Layout, Labeling, Edge Coloring, Inter-
activity
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
A network is an interconnected system of people or things. Networks are ubiq-
uitous, as everyone has their own social network of friends, colleagues, and other
acquaintances. Furthermore, with the rise of online social networks, such as Face-
book and Twitter, millions of people can connect from across the world. With these
rapidly growing networks, visualization becomes more important than ever to com-
prehending complex networks. Network analysis provides valuable information about
network organization and community structure. These insights can be most clearly
seen by representing networks as graphs. Actors correspond to nodes, and relation-
ships are depicted as edges. A simple example of a social network in graph format
can be seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Social network graph [1].
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A visual graph representation can reveal details about a network from just a
glance. This makes understanding network connections quick and easy compared
to trying to analyze raw data. However, as networks grow larger, they become in-
creasingly difficult to visualize. With so many nodes and overlapping edges, a graph
can become a giant hairball, impossible to extract valuable information from. This
project aims to address this problem by combining various visualization techniques
and proposing some for the first time in order to improve the readability of large
graphs.
The objective of this research is to create a method to effectively visualize large
networks. This is achieved by
• proposing a recursive community detection approach,
• exploring various node size scaling approaches,
• applying various layout formations,
• applying node labeling to convey information on community size,
• incorporating edge coloring for the inter-connections between communities,
• and experimenting with interactive visualization capabilities.
Community detection is necessary for identifying closely related groups within a
network [2]. Node size scaling ensures nodes are sized proportionately compared to
other communities based on how many nodes from the original network are contained
in the community. Visualizations are drawn in different layouts [3, 4] depending on the
graph characteristics. Communities are labeled with the number of nodes contained
in the community. This labeling enables the viewer to quickly gather insights on
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community size. Edge coloring [5] is applied to edges between communities, inter-
connections, to minimize confusion from edge crossings. Finally, making the graphs
interactive allows for useful capabilities such as zooming, dragging, and highlighting
node connections.
These topics have been individually researched, but there has yet to be a vi-
sualization method that utilizes all of these features together to generate optimal
network visualizations. Combining these methods for graph visualization is the pri-
mary innovation and challenge of this project. Additionally, a user survey on different





There have been various research efforts towards developing new graph analy-
sis and visualization techniques. This project draws inspiration from some of these
existing solutions to produce a comprehensive graph visualization approach.
2.1 Network Tools
Many network analysis tools have arisen in recent years with the boom of social
networks. These tools provide community detection and mining capabilities to extract
useful information from networks. However, with so many different tools available,
it can be difficult to determine which tool is best for a job. Amin, Ahmad, and
Choi [1] hoped to address this issue by comparing four major network analysis tools:
Paek, Gephi, IGraph, and NetMiner. They tested network metrics, such as degree
centrality and network diameter, as well as different community detection algorithms
across the four platforms. Amin, Ahmad, and Choi also compared the execution time
of algorithm features on each of these tools. This project utilizes different networks
tools, NetworkX and D3.js (D3), but the metrics from [1] can be applied to these
platforms as well. Also, [1] serves as a good reference if additional tools are required
for future work.
2.2 Network Embedding
One of the challenges in network mining is encoding graphs to be exploitable by
traditional machine learning algorithms. Gutierrez-Gomez and Delvenne [6] proposed
an unsupervised learning method for graph embeddings. The model would learn graph
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embeddings from a collection of networks and capture the overall structure of network
data in order to distinguish between different types of networks. Gutierrez-Gomez
and Delvenne evaluated their model in the areas of graph clustering, classification,
and visualization. They compared their approach with other feature extraction and
network comparison techniques such as graph distances and graph kernels and created
synthetic random datasets for their experiments. Machine learning is not a focus area
for this project but can be useful for future work. Graph embedding from [6] may
prove helpful for layout classification in graph drawing.
2.3 Network Nucleus
Community detection is a well studied area of network analysis, but little focus
has been put on finding the core structure, or nucleus, of a network. The nucleus
holds parts of the network, or constituent communities, together. Dumba and Zhang
[7] researched uncovering the nucleus of networks using k-shell decomposition. For
datasets, they used an autonomous systems graph and nine social network graphs,
including an email communication network, Facebook friendship network, and a jazz
musician collaboration network. Dumba and Zhang analyzed the network core struc-
ture using core path length, core centrality, and core removal metrics. This project
uses the standard Louvain method for community detection by Blondel et al. [2],
but finding the nucleus of graphs could be a logical next step for experiments beyond
community detection.
2.4 Layouts
Graphs can be arranged in different layouts such as force-directed, hierarchical,
or circular to name a few. Viewing the same graph in different layouts can result in
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diverse visualizations and reveal different information. Thus, it is important to select
the best layout for a task. Aesthetic metrics are commonly used to select a good
layout, but it is computationally expensive to calculate multiple layouts and their
corresponding aesthetics. Kwon, Crnovrsanin, and Ma [8] proposed using graph ker-
nels to calculate the topological similarity of graphs for a machine learning approach
to large graph visualization. Their approach can display graphs in different layouts
and calculate their associated aesthetic metrics. They used 3,700 graphs from the
University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection and studied aesthetic metrics such as
minimizing the number of edge crossings and maximizing the angle between incident
edges. To evaluate layout aesthetics in this project, a user survey is conducted to
rate visualizations in different layouts.
Wang et al. [9] are also interested in finding optimal graph layouts. They no-
ticed that graph drawing functions often require users to adjust parameters and find
the best graph layout for their needs through trial and error. Wang et al. decided
to address this by applying deep learning techniques to graph drawing with Deep-
Drawing. DeepDrawing is a long short-term memory based model trained to extract
layout characteristics from graphs. It can then draw graphs in a similar layout for
new networks. Wang et al. synthetically generated graphs for their experiments and
tested DeepDrawing on four kinds of layouts: grid, star, ForceAtlas2, and PivotMDS.
This project borrows [9]’s concept of adjusting layout parameters based on graph
characteristics to produce the best looking visualization.
2.5 Edge Coloring
Edge crossings in a graph can cause confusion and decrease readability. Hu, Shi,
and Liu [5] proposed an edge coloring algorithm to differentiate edges crossings in a
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graph with contrasting colors. It uses a branch-and-bound method on color gamut
space decomposition. The approach first creates a sparse dual collision graph and then
colors the nodes of the dual graph to maximize color differences. Finally, the node col-
ors from the dual graph are used to color the edges of the original graph. They tested
their results on a combination of six graphs from the University of Florida Sparse
Matrix Collection and test graphs in Graphviz. They also conducted a user study
using the Zachary’s Karate Club social graph to measure the effectiveness of their
edge coloring approach. Edge coloring proves to be useful for small to medium sized




This project aims to develop a method for visualizing large networks. This is
achieved through the following steps:
1. Input the original network data.
2. Perform recursive community detection on the network.
3. Scale the node sizes proportionately.
4. Draw the graph in different layouts.
5. Label the nodes with the number of nodes from the original graph and the
number of nodes from the previous community detection iteration.
6. Add edge coloring to help distinguish overlapping edges.
7. Incorporate interactive capabilities such as zooming, panning, and highlighting
node connections.
These steps are outlined in Figure 2.
3.1 Community Detection
When a network has over hundreds of nodes, plotting every node results in a
visualization that is overcrowded and difficult to extract insights from. This project
proposes a recursive community detection approach to contract the graph size until




3.1.1 Louvain Method for Community Detection
The community detection algorithm used in each recursive iteration is the Lou-
vain method for community detection. The Louvain method created by Blondel et al.
[2] is a well known community detection technique that aims to extract communities
through modularity optimization. Modularity is the number of edges within groups
minus the expected number of edges within groups of an equivalent network where
the node degrees are the same but the edges are randomly placed [10]. The degree
of a node is the number of edges connected to that node. A high modularity value
means that there are many edge connections between nodes of the same community
(intra-community connections) but few edges between nodes from different communi-
ties (inter-community connections) [11]. The range for modularity lies within [ 12 , 1]
[12], and modularity between (0.3, 0.7) suggests notable community structure [13].
The Louvain method is used over other community detection algorithms such as
Girvan-Newman [14] because Louvain is better suited for large networks. Louvain
runs in time O(n log n) where n is the number of nodes [15]. In contrast, Girvan-
Newman has time complexity O(m2n) for a network with n nodes and m edges [16].
This makes the Girvan-Newman algorithm inefficient for networks with more than
about one thousand nodes.
3.1.2 Recursive Community Detection
This project proposed an algorithm that recursively applies the Louvain commu-
nity detection algorithm to the input network until Louvain cannot further condense
the communities in order to make the graph smaller and probably visually more
pleasant. Louvain partitions the input graph nodes into communities. From these
partitions, a new graph is created where each community is represented by a single
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node. An edge is added between community nodes A and B if there is a node from
the input graph partitioned into community A that connects to a node from the input
graph partitioned into community B. This new graph is then used as the input graph
for the next iteration of community detection.
The recursion ends when running Louvain on the input graph results in the
same number of nodes as the input. Louvain uses the modularity measure to form
communities, and modularity is calculated based on the network edges. Thus, once
there are no more edges in the graph, the nodes cannot be further grouped using the
Louvain algorithm. There are two possible final iteration graphs that can result from
the recursive community detection:
1. A graph with only one node.
2. A graph with multiple nodes which all have degree zero.
This project is interested in testing how many rounds of community detection are
required before the minimum number of communities is reached. The following algo-
rithms explain the recursive community detection method and show how it is used to
create new graphs for every iteration.
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Algorithm 1 is the recursive community detection function. The details of the
iterative step procedures are explained in sub-function Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: Recursive Community Detection
Input: G : NetworkX input graph,
nodeSizeList : list of node sizes for graph G,
prevG : input graph from previous iteration, default = None if this is
the first iteration
Output: This function does not return any values.
Result: Creates graphs for all community detection iterations of the initial
input dataset.
Function recursiveCommunityDetection(G, nodeSizeList, prevG):
if (len(G.nodes()) == len(prevG.nodes())) then
// base case = input graph has the same number of nodes










Algorithm 2 presents the iterative step for Algorithm 1. It uses Louvain
community detection [2] and creates a new graph from the results. The graph
creation and node size scaling methods are detailed in helper functions Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 4 respectively.
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Algorithm 2: Recursive Community Detection Iterative Step
Input: G : NetworkX input graph,
nodeSizeList : list of node sizes for graph G
Output: results: A list containing the new graph and node size list after
community detection.
Result: Performs Louvain community detection [2] on G and saves/draws
the new graph results.
Function doCommunityDetection(G, nodeSizeList):
/* partition = dictionary where:
left hand side (LHS) = node number in input graph,
right hand side (RHS) = community number LHS node was
assigned to (starting from 0) */
partition = Louvain(G);
partitionValues = [partition.get(node) for node in G.nodes()];
communityNodes = set(partitionValues);
if (len(communityNodes) == len(G.nodes())) then
return [G, nodeSizeList];
end
newG = createGraph(G, partition, communityNodes);
newNodeSizes = calculateNodeSize(G, partitionValues, nodeSizeList);
newNodeSizeList = [];
foreach nodeSizeGroup in list(newNodeSizes.values()) do
newNodeSizeList.append(nodeSizeGroup[0]);
end
// write results to JSON file for interactive visualizations
writeJson(newG, newNodeSizes);




Algorithm 3 creates a new graph from the community detection partition results
of Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3: Create Graph
Input: G : NetworkX input graph,
partition: dictionary where LHS = node number in input graph and
RHS = community number LHS node was assigned to,
communityNodes : set of unique community node numbers
Output: newG : new NetworkX graph created from communityNodes.
Result: Creates a new graph structure for Algorithm 2’s community
detection partition results.




foreach edge of G.edges() do
community1 = partition[edge[0]];
community2 = partition[edge[1]];






Algorithm 4 calculates how many nodes from the original dataset graph are
contained in each of the new communities formed in Algorithm 2. It also counts the
number of nodes from the previous community detection iteration graph contained
in each community. The results of this algorithm are used for node size scaling and
labeling when generating the visualizations.
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Algorithm 4: Calculate Node Size
Input: G : NetworkX input graph,
partitionValues : list of community numbers for each node in G,
nodeSizeList : list of node sizes for graph G
Output: nodeSize: dictionary where
LHS = community number,
RHS = list with two elements:
(index 0) number of nodes from the original dataset graph
(index 1) number of nodes from the previous iteration graph
Result: Calculates how many nodes from the original dataset graph and
how many nodes from the previous community detection iteration
graph are contained in each community from Algorithm 2’s
community detection partitions.
Function calculateNodeSize(G, partitionValues, nodeSizeList):
for (i = 0; i < range(G.number_of_nodes()); i++) do
communityNum = partitionValues[i];
if (communityNum not in nodeSize) then








3.2 Node Size Scaling
When drawing a graph, node sizes should be representative of how large a com-
munity is compared to other communities. This can be measured by a node’s raw
node size, or how many nodes from the original dataset graph are contained in the
community node. Since the datasets contain up to millions of nodes, the raw node
sizes can be very large. If visualizations were to be drawn using the raw node sizes,
a single node could take up the entire screen. Thus, node size scaling methods are
required to best resize the nodes for visualization.
This project explores three different node scaling methods in search of one which
would generate optimally sized nodes for graph drawing:
1. Minimum Node Size Scaling
2. Logarithmic Node Size Scaling
3. Capped Node Size Scaling
3.2.1 Minimum Node Size Scaling
Minimum node size scaling divides all raw node sizes by the minimum raw node
size. This results in a list where the smallest node has a node size value of one.
However, a node with node size equal to one is too small to be easily visible in the
graph drawing. Thus, after division, all node sizes are then multiplied by a constant
factor of fifty so that the smallest nodes are still visible in the visualization. Algorithm
5 presents the minimum node size scaling function.
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Algorithm 5: Minimum Node Size Scaling
Input: nodeSizeList : raw node size list
Output: scaledMinNodeSizeList : node size list scaled using the minimum
node size scaling method
Result: Creates a scaled node size list by dividing the raw node sizes by the












3.2.2 Logarithmic Node Size Scaling
Raw node sizes can span over a large range. For instance, the same graph may
contain raw node sizes in the single digits as well as raw node sizes in the thousands.
The logarithmic node size scaling approach attempts to even out the difference by
taking the log of all raw node size values. Logarithmic scaling ensures that small
node sizes are not drawn too small and large node sizes are not drawn too big in the
visualization.
Logarithmic node size scaling has a special case when the raw node size value is
one. Since log(1) = 0, the logarithmic node size value is zero when the raw node size
value is one. A node size value of zero means that these nodes cannot be displayed in
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the graph drawing. Logarithmic node size values of zero are thus replaced with 0.1
so that all nodes can be represented in the graph.
Finally, similar to minimum node size scaling, logarithmic scaling requires that
all node sizes be multiplied by a fixed number, fifty, so that the node sizes are not
be too small to see. Algorithm 6 shows the full details of the logarithmic node size
scaling method.
Algorithm 6: Logarithmic Node Size Scaling
Input: nodeSizeList : raw node size list
Output: scaledLogNodeSizeList : node size list scaled using the logarithmic
node size scaling method
Result: Creates a scaled node size list by taking the log of the raw node
sizes and multiplying the results by a constant value.
Function logNodeSize(nodeSizeList):
logNodeSizeList = NumPy.log(nodeSizeList);
foreach index, nodeSize in enumerate(logNodeSizeList) do










3.2.3 Capped Node Size Scaling
Capped node size scaling defines a constant, MAX_NODE_SIZE, as the
maximum node size to be used in the visualization. All raw node sizes are
scaled in accordance to the MAX_NODE_SIZE. For instance, the largest raw
node size is re-scaled to MAX_NODE_SIZE. The scale factor is equal to
MAX_NODE_SIZE divided by the maximum raw node size. All raw node
sizes are then multiplied by the scale factor to get the capped node sizes. The
predefined MAX_NODE_SIZE value varies depending on the visualization li-
brary. Static visualizations created with NetworkX require a MAX_NODE_SIZE
value of 1000. Interactive visualizations created by D3, on the other hand, use a
MAX_NODE_SIZE value of 8000. The capped node size scaling method is sum-
marized in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: Capped Node Size Scaling
Input: nodeSizeList : raw node size list
Output: cappedNodeSizeList : node size list scaled using the capped node
size scaling method




CAP_SCALE_FACTOR = MAX_NODE_SIZE / max(nodeSizeList);
cappedNodeSizeList = [];






This project explores visualizations in both static and interactive environments.
Static versus interactive visualizations use different technologies and libraries and
thus have different layout modules. Static visualizations are created with NetworkX,
a Python network library. NetworkX hosts a variety of different graph layouts. Four
of these layouts best suited for this project are used in the visualization experiments.
Interactive visualizations use D3, a JavaScript visualization library. D3 offers a force
function which can be customized with different parameters to create varying force-
directed layouts. Three different force settings are used to generate interactive layouts
in the experiments of this project.
All layouts, with the exception of NetworkX’s Random layout, use force-directed
graph drawing algorithms. Force-directed layouts are frequently used for network
visualization since they tend to produce aesthetically pleasing results based on criteria
such as even node distribution, uniform edge lengths, and symmetry [17, 18]. Force-
directed algorithms usually assign forces among the graph nodes and edges. Spring-
like forces based on Hooke’s law attract nodes to each other while repulsive forces like
those of electric particle repulsion based on Coulomb’s law push nodes apart [19].
3.3.1 Static Layouts
NetworkX produces a still image of graphs and provides several different layout
options [3] to determine where nodes should be drawn. Experiments were conducted
on four of these layouts:
1. Random: The Random layout plots nodes uniformly at random [20]. This
layout is used as the baseline to compare the other layouts to.
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2. Kamada-Kawai: This layout positions nodes using the Kamada-Kawai path-
length function [21]. The Kamada-Kawai algorithm is a force-directed graph
drawing approach that aims to create an optimal layout positioning by mini-
mizing the total spring energy of the network. There is a spring force between
each pair of vertices. The spring lengths are proportional to the nodes’ graph-
theoretic distance, or the desired Euclidean distance between two nodes in a
graph drawing [22].
3. Spring: NetworkX’s Spring layout draws nodes using the Fruchterman-
Reingold force-directed algorithm [23]. The Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm
calculates attractive and repulsive forces under the principle that nodes should
be drawn towards, but not too close to, each other if they are connected by an
edge [18].
4. NetworkX: This is NetworkX’s default drawing method. It positions nodes
using the Spring layout but adds default labels to each of the nodes as well.
The nodes are labeled an integer from [0, n 1) where n is the number of nodes
in the graph [24].
3.3.2 Interactive Layouts
Interactive visualizations are created with D3 and use D3’s force layout with
different parameter settings based on how many nodes are in the graph. D3’s force
module simulates physical forces on particles using Verlet integration, a method for
integrating Newton’s equations of motion [4, 25].
D3’s force function can be customized through various parameter settings. Small
versus large networks require different parameters to produce the most user friendly
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interactive visualizations for the given graph. For this project, a small graph is defined
as a graph with fifty or fewer nodes. A large graph is defined as a graph with over
fifty nodes. There are four parameter values manipulated to achieve the optimal force
settings for different sized graphs:
1. Link Distance: Link distance is the distance between edges [4]. Large graphs
can benefit from longer link distances to minimize overlapping nodes.
2. Charge: Charge measures the level of attraction or repulsion between nodes.
Nodes are repelled from each other if the charge value is negative and attracted
to each other if the value is positive. It is recommended that a negative value be
used for graph layouts [4]. Since small graphs have only a few nodes, they can
use stronger repulsive forces than large graphs, which may become too spread
out by strong negative charges.
3. Gravity: Gravity acts as a virtual spring between each node and the center
of the visualization [4]. A low gravity value means that the nodes are more
dispersed and take longer to settle into position since the gravitational pull to-
wards the visualization center is weak. In contrast, a high gravity value quickly
converges towards the center due to the strong gravitational pull. The larger
the graph, the longer it takes for the force simulation to settle into position.
Thus, a higher gravity value is used for large graphs in attempt to make the
graph converge faster.
4. Friction: Particles, or the nodes of the graph, have velocities in a force simula-
tion. Friction is the measure by which the particle velocity decays each step of
the simulation. Friction values lie in the range [0, 1], where friction equal to zero
freezes all particles in place, and friction equal to one simulates a friction-less
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environment [4]. A lower friction value allows the force simulation to stabilize
faster, which is more desirable for large graphs which tend to stay in motion for
an extended period of time.
Three different force settings were tested for the visualization layouts in this
project:
1. Default: This layout uses all of the default D3 force attribute values and serves
as a baseline to compare the other layouts against.




2. Small: The Small layout is a customized to create the best interactive visual-
izations for graphs with fifty or fewer nodes.




3. Large: The Large layout uses custom parameters to create interactive visual-
izations optimized for graphs with over fifty nodes.






Labeling the nodes in a network visualization is useful for quickly conveying
useful information about the graph to the user. However, early experiments quickly
showed that labels are not particularly effective in static visualizations. This was
gathered from static visualizations created using the NetworkX layout, which auto-
matically adds node number labels. When there are multiple nodes in near proximity
to one another, the labels tend to overlap, making the labels difficult to read. The
overlapping labels make static visualizations less aesthetically pleasing and fail to
convey useful information to the user. Thus, poor label readability in static visual-
izations leads to undesirable visualizations, and the following labeling procedures are
only applied to interactive visualizations. The static NetworkX layout drawings with
labels are kept for comparison with the identical Spring layout drawings, which do
not have labels. The rest of the static visualizations do not include labels to maximize
graph readability.
In interactive visualizations, this project hopes to communicate information on
community size through node labeling. Nodes are labeled with a number, x, or the
number of nodes from the original graph contained in each community. If the graph
is the result of more than one iteration of community detection, another number, y,
is appended to the node label. y is the number of nodes from the previous iteration
graph partitioned into the corresponding community node of the current visualization.
The label is displayed in the format "x, y".
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For example, suppose a network has ten nodes total. The first iteration of com-
munity detection creates three community nodes, A, B, and C. Community A con-
tains one node, community B contains two nodes, and community C contains seven
nodes. Communities A, B, and C are labeled "1", "2", and "7" respectively, accord-
ing to the number of nodes from the original network contained in each community.
In the second iteration of community detection, communities A and B are combined
into a single node, community D. Community D’s label is "3, 2" because it contains
three nodes from the original graph and two nodes from the previous community
detection iteration.
3.5 Edge Coloring
Following edge paths in a graph is a challenging task if all edges are the same
color. It is especially difficult to differentiate edges if multiple edges cross at small
angles. Inspired by Hu, Shi, and Liu’s [5] work on edge coloring, this project incor-
porates random edge coloring to differentiate edge crossings. This project randomly
colors visualization edges with colors from a predefined color scale to create visual
differentiation between edges. Interactive visualizations use D3’s "category20" color
scale, an ordinal scale with a range of twenty colors [26]. Static visualizations use
Matplotlib’s "tab20" color map, Matplotlib’s equivalent of the same twenty color
scale.
3.5.1 Node Coloring
However, even with edge coloring, node distinctions are not always clear when
nodes overlap. This is because all nodes are the same color, and NetworkX does not
provide a method to draw node outlines. Thus, static visualizations are also drawn
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with node coloring instead of edge coloring to make node differentiation more clear.
When node distributions are not understandable from the edge coloring visualization
results, the equivalent node coloring visualization can be used for clarification and
comparison. Different node colors are applied according to the Matplotlib’s "jet"
color-map, a spectral color mapping based on jet simulations [27]. An example of
edge versus node coloring is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Static visualizations which demonstrate edge coloring (left) versus node
coloring (right) on the Amazon dataset.
Node coloring is not necessary in interactive visualizations since node differen-
tiation can be achieved with node borders in D3. Figure 4 shows how node borders
help distinguish overlapping nodes in interactive visualisations. Without the issue
of differentiating overlapping nodes, edge coloring provides more benefits than node
coloring since it can help differentiate edges crossings. Furthermore, node coloring
can give the false impression that nodes of similar colors are related, which is not the
case in this project.
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Figure 4: Interactive visualization with edge coloring and node borders on the
Wikipedia dataset.
3.6 Interactivity
Adding interactivity to graphs gives users many helpful capabilities such as zoom-
ing, dragging, and highlighting node connections [28]. These features can significantly
enhance the visualization experience. Zooming and panning allows users to explore
the graph at their desired level of detail. Users can zoom into an area of interest
or zoom out to view the graph as a whole. Interactive visualizations do not restrict
nodes to a fixed position. Thus, if a node happens to be obstructing other nodes or
edge connections that the user is interested in, the user can simply drag the node to
another position. This makes dragging particularly useful for differentiating overlap-
ping nodes. Dragging can also help single out a particular node the user is looking for.
Node highlighting can further improve node focus by highlighting the selected node
and its connections. When a node and its connections are highlighted, all other nodes
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and edges are faded in the background to draw emphasis to the selection. This is
especially beneficial for quickly identifying inter-community relationships in a graph.
Figure 5 shows an example of how a node and its connections are highlighted in the
Email dataset.





The experiments are conducted on five datasets of varying sizes from the Stanford
Network Analysis Project (SNAP) Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [29].
These are networks with ground truth communities that can be used for comparison.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each dataset.
Table 1: SNAP Networks with Ground Truth Communities [29].
Name Nodes Edges Communities Description
Email 1,005 25,571 42 E-mail network
DBLP 317,080 1,049,866 13,477 DBLP collaboration network
Amazon 334,863 925,872 75,149 Amazon product network
YouTube 1,134,890 2,987,624 8,385 YouTube online social network
Wikipedia 1,791,489 28,511,807 17,364 Wikipedia hyperlinks
The details of each dataset are as follows:
1. Email: This is a dataset of emails from a European research institute. Each
node is a person from the institute. There is an edge between institute members
if one member has sent the other at least one email [30].
2. DBLP: The DBLP computer science bibliography is home to a list of computer
science research papers and proceedings. This dataset is an author collaboration
network where the nodes are authors and two authors are connected if they have
published at least one paper together [31].
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3. Amazon: The Amazon dataset is a network of products on Amazon which are
frequently bought with each other. Every node is a product, and there exists
an edge between two products if they are frequently co-purchased [32].
4. YouTube: While primarily known as a video sharing platform, YouTube used
to have a social network aspect as well. YouTube had a contacts feature which
allowed YouTube members to connect with one another. This dataset shows
these connections between YouTube members. Users are represented by nodes
and an edge is added between nodes if the users are connected [33]. YouTube
has since discontinued the contacts feature.
5. Wikipedia: This dataset is a directed network of Wikipedia hyperlinks. Each
node is a Wikipedia page, and there is an edge between nodes if one page links
to the other [34].
These datasets have been preprocessed by SNAP and are packaged in a text file.
Each line of the file consists of two numbers. Every number represents a unique node,
and a line containing two numbers represents an edge between those two nodes.
4.2 Technologies
This project is implemented with Python, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and
utilizes the following libraries:
• NetworkX: Python graph and networks library
• Python-Louvain: Python Louvain community detection library
• Matplotlib: Python plotting and visualization library
• NumPy: Python multidimensional array and math library
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• D3.js: JavaScript interactive data visualization library
4.3 System Requirements
Given the large size of some datasets, a MacBook Pro with 16GB memory proved
insufficient for effectively processing large amounts of data. Experiments were sub-
sequently moved to the cloud in order to increase the system memory capacity and
computing power.
Experiments were performed on a Google Cloud Platform Compute Engine vir-
tual machine (VM) instance with machine type e2-highmem-4. The e2-highmem-4
machine type is a general purpose machine with 4 vCPUs and 32GB memory [35].
This helped improve the program execution speed and resolve out of memory errors.
However, data files over about 450MB could not be uploaded to the VM due
to session timeout in the middle of upload. This prevented testing on some of the
extremely large datasets available on SNAP [29].
The interactive visualizations were hosted on localhost with XAMPP 7.3.1 for
OS X. XAMPP is an open source web server solution [36].
4.4 User Survey
This project conducts a user survey to measure the effectiveness of different
visualization layouts. Users are presented with two questions for every visualization:
1. How visually pleasing is the visualization?
2. How effective is the visualization in displaying inter-community relationships?
The users can answer the questions on a scale of one to three where:
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• 1 = good
• 2 = average
• 3 = bad










A graph is created for every iteration of community detection for each of the five
SNAP datasets. If a resulting graph has more than three nodes, it is drawn in all
seven different layouts and included in the survey. This survey presents eight different
graphs drawn in seven layouts each. There are thus a total of 56 visualizations in this
survey.
A web server to publicly host interactive visualizations could not be attained for
this project. As a result, users were unable to view interactive visualizations in an
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interactive web environment as intended. Instead, users were shown screenshots of
the interactive visualizations. Due to this limitation, the full advantages of interactive
layouts could not be accurately captured by this survey.
The user survey was created using Qualtrics’s online survey software tool [37].
The survey results data and analysis were also gathered from Qualtrics. The survey
was distributed to Dr. Katerina Potika’s San Jose State University (SJSU) students
and Xinyuan Fan’s family. A total of 21 responses were collected. The full survey is




5.1 Recursive Community Detection
Recursive community detection is performed on an input graph until the mini-
mum number of communities is reached. The goal is to condense a large network into
graphs of its communities. These community graphs have fewer nodes and are thus
more manageable to visualize. The maximum number of nodes in a graph drawing
is configurable so the user can skip visualizing the graph if it is still too big after
community detection. This project is interested in seeing how many community de-
tection iterations are required before a network converges to the minimum number
of communities for each dataset. Table 2 shows a summary of the datasets and how
many community detection iterations were required for each. Table 3 goes over the
detailed community detection results for each dataset.
Table 2: Number of community detection iterations performed on each dataset given
the original network properties.
Dataset Nodes Edges Communities Community Detection Iterations
Email 1,005 25,571 42 2
DBLP 317,080 1,049,866 13,477 3
Amazon 334,863 925,872 75,149 3
YouTube 1,134,890 2,987,624 8,385 3
Wikipedia 1,791,489 28,511,807 17,364 3
All datasets except for the Email dataset converged to a single node in three it-
erations of community detection. The Email dataset converged to a graph of twenty
disconnected nodes in the second community detection iteration. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the Email dataset is significantly smaller than the other
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Table 3: Detailed community detection results for all datasets.

























datasets. Due to the immense quantity of source material for the larger datasets,
SNAP has already preprocessed the data to exclude nodes with no connections or
else the networks would become extremely large [29]. But since the Email dataset
only has one thousand nodes compared to hundreds of thousands or millions of nodes
of other datasets, this level of data clean up is not necessary. If the Email dataset did
not include any disconnected nodes, it is reasonable to assume that the first round
of community detection would create a graph of nine nodes and 36 edges, and the
second round of community detection would converge to a graph with one node and
zero edges.
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The communities end up converging much faster than originally anticipated. The
initial communities generated by the Louvain method for community detection are
always smaller than the ground truth number of communities, sometimes significantly
so. For instance, the Wikipedia dataset has 17,364 ground truth communities, but
the first iteration of community detection only produces 37 communities from the
1,134,890 node input graph. In this case, 37 nodes is a fair number for visualization
and produces a graph that is neither too large nor small. However, sometimes the
large jumps in iteration sizes skip over the ideal graph size range for visualization. The
YouTube dataset, for instance, has 5,739 nodes in the first iteration and seven nodes
in the second iteration. Graphs with over a few hundred nodes can look overwhelming
in a visualization and have performance issues in an interactive environment. But
graphs with less than ten nodes sometimes do not convey enough information to
present a clear image of community relationships.
The fast convergence rate is likely due to the fact that the Louvain algorithm
itself is already iterative in nature. The Louvain method partitions nodes into small
communities and then combines those nodes into one node. The process is repeated
until the modularity cannot be further optimized [38]. This could explain why the
number of nodes drops so quickly between each iteration of Louvain community de-
tection in this project.
Despite the large differences in graph sizes between community detection itera-
tions, the recursive community detection method is very effective at shrinking net-
works for visualization. It would take impractically long to draw every node and edge
for large networks. Furthermore, trying to fit too much visual information into a
limited visualization space conversely makes the graph drawing overcrowded and de-
tracts from the visualization effectiveness. Community detection condenses the graph
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size while retaining the community structure of the network. It is a powerful tool for
visualizing networks too large to be graphed in their entirety.
5.2 Node Size Scaling
Experiment results showed that capped node scaling produced the best visual-
ization results followed by logarithmic node size scaling, then minimum node size
scaling. Most of the minimum node size scaling results included nodes far too large
for effective visualizations. Both logarithmic and capped node size scaling produce
aesthetically pleasing visualizations, but the capped node size scaling results are more
proportionally accurate to how many nodes from the original network are contained in
a community. A comparison of the three different node size scaling results is shown
in Figure 6. Since capped node size scaling consistently produced the best results
across all datasets, all of the experiment visualizations presented outside of Section
5.2 are graphed using capped node size scaling.
5.2.1 Minimum Node Size Scaling
Minimum node size scaling was the first of the three node size scaling methods
formulated for this project. As an initial attempt, it failed to take into account the
case where the difference between the largest and smallest raw node sizes is very large.
In such cases, dividing all raw node sizes by the minimum raw node size would not
do much to control the size of the largest nodes. Thus, minimum node size scaling
did not scale well for large datasets, which tend to have more variation in raw node
sizes due to the sheer quantity of nodes. There are various instances, like that shown
in Figure 7, where one node can fill up the entire visualization. These visualizations
are practically useless, making minimum node size scaling the worst scaling method.
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Figure 6: A comparison of the results of three different node size scaling methods:
minimum (top), logarithmic (bottom left), and capped (bottom right). Visualizations
are for the Wikipedia dataset (iteration 1).
Figure 7: YouTube dataset (iteration 1) drawn with minimum node size scaling to
demonstrate a case where the node takes up the entire visualization.
5.2.2 Logarithmic Node Size Scaling
Logarithmic node size scaling is a significant improvement from minimum node
size scaling. There are no cases where node sizes become so large that they obstruct
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the overall graph structure of the visualization. However, logarithmic scaling has the
problem of making all nodes appear similar in size. One node could have a raw node
size one hundred times larger than that of another node. But in the visualization,
the two node sizes would not appear very different due to the nature of logarithmic
scales. A comparison of logarithmic versus capped node size scaling is presented in
Figure 8. It reveals how uniform the logarithmic node sizes appear compared the
capped node sizes which are linearly scaled.
Figure 8: Logarithmic node size scaling (left) versus capped node size scaling (right)
on the Amazon dataset (iteration 1).
5.2.3 Capped Node Size Scaling
The capped node size scaling method was conceived last to fix the problems
revealed by the minimum and logarithmic node size scaling algorithms. Capped node
size scaling sets a maximum node size so that nodes do not become too big like in
minimum node size scaling. It also uses linear, rather than logarithmic, scaling so
that node sizes remain proportional to the raw node sizes. By evolving from the
failures of previous node scaling methods, it makes sense for capped node size scaling
to produce the best visualization results. An area for improvement for capped node
size scaling would be to set a minimum node size in addition to the maximum node
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size for graph drawing. This is because the current implementation can result in cases
where some nodes are too small to be viewed clearly. An example of this is shown in
Figure 9.
Figure 9: Email dataset (iteration 2) drawn with capped node size scaling to demon-
strate a case where the node sizes are too small.
5.3 Layouts
A user survey was conducted to measure how aesthetically pleasing graph draw-
ings for the five SNAP datasets were in different layouts. The survey also asked users
to rate how well each of the layouts conveyed inter-community relationships. All
survey visualizations are available in Appendix A. The visualizations were rated on
a scale of one to three, where "1" is good, "2" is average, and "3" is bad. The results
were determined based on which layout was rated "1" the most times. If there were
multiple layouts with the same number of votes for "1," then the layout with the
average rating closest to "1" was chosen. Table 4 shows a summary of the survey
results. Tables 5 and 6 break down the results by static versus interactive layouts
and show the corresponding average ratings of the top layouts.
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Table 4: Data visualization survey results summary.
Visualization Nodes Edges Most VisuallyAppealing Layout
Layout with Best
Community Structure
Email Iteration 1 27 28 Large Large
Email Iteration 2 20 0 NetworkX Large
DBLP Iteration 1 181 6,443 Large Spring
DBLP Iteration 2 5 10 Large Large
Amazon Iteration 1 244 4,392 Large Large
YouTube Iteration 1 5,798 10,432 Small Spring
YouTube Iteration 2 7 21 Large Small
Wikipedia Iteration 1 33 445 Kamada-Kawai Kamada-Kawai
Table 5: Data visualization survey results for the best layout based on visualization






Email 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.57) Large (1.48) Large (1.48)
Email 2 NetworkX (1.67) Large (1.71) NetworkX (1.67)
DBLP 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.71) Large (1.62) Large (1.62)
DBLP 2 Spring (1.57) Large (1.33) Large (1.33)
Amazon 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.71) Large (1.57) Large (1.57)
YouTube 1 Spring (1.67) Small (1.57) Small (1.57)
YouTube 2 Spring (1.52) Large (1.38) Large (1.38)
Wikipedia 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.57) Large (1.67) Kamada-Kawai (1.57)
The survey results show that the Large interactive layout tends to produce the
most aesthetically pleasing visualizations and also has the best community structure.
Unexpectedly, the Large layout, which was created for interactive visualizations of
large graphs, was often rated as the best layout for both small and large graphs. The
Small layout, on the other hand, was voted the best layout for the largest graph.
Multiple of the interactive layout force parameters, such as gravity and friction, were
chosen with the intention of helping the interactive layouts settle quickly within the
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Table 6: Data visualization survey results for the best layout based on representation






Email 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.57) Large (1.52) Large (1.52)
Email 2 Spring (1.90) Large (1.71) Large (1.71)
DBLP 1 Spring (1.67) Large (1.71) Spring (1.67)
DBLP 2 NetworkX (1.52) Large (1.43) Large (1.43)
Amazon 1 Spring (1.81) Large (1.71) Large (1.71)
YouTube 1 Spring (1.57) Large (1.76) Spring (1.57)
YouTube 2 Kamada-Kawai/NetworkX (1.57) Small (1.33) Small (1.33)
Wikipedia 1 Kamada-Kawai (1.62) Small/Large (1.67) Kamada-Kawai (1.62)
visualization frame. Since larger graphs are more difficult to contain in the visu-
alization window due to their size, the Large layout attempts to make the graph
visualization more compact. This way, the visualization can stabilize faster, and less
zooming out is required to view the full visualization. This may be useful in an inter-
active environment, but since the survey is limited to static screenshot representations
of interactive visualizations, users would only see the final visualization pre-zoomed
out to best fit the entire graph. Disregarding interactive elements such as load time
and framing, the Large layout received better ratings than the Small layout for almost
all graphs.
In many cases, the layout with the best looking visualization matched with the
layout with the best community structure for a given network. Interactive layouts
generally outperformed static layouts in both aesthetics and representation of inter-
community relationships. Out of the static layouts, the Kamada-Kawai layout pro-
duced the most visually appealing visualizations, and the Spring layout was the best
at communicating inter-community relationships. Overall, the Large layout seemed
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to perform the best with consistently good ratings for visualization aesthetics and
community structure.
5.4 Labeling
Labeling in interactive visualizations is successful in conveying community size
information about the number of nodes from the original graph and the number of
nodes from the previous iteration graph contained in each community. It is useful to
see the true community size of a node beyond what can be inferred from the node size.
Node size is proportional to the number of nodes from the original graph contained
in a community, but it is unable to convey exactly how large the original dataset
is. Nodes in two different dataset visualizations could be drawn with the same node
size but contain significantly different numbers of nodes from their respective dataset
graphs. Community size labeling solves this issue by explicitly labeling nodes with
the number of communities contained. This reveals information about the scale of
the original network while keeping the visualization graph size small.
5.5 Edge Coloring
Drawing edges in different colors is an effective method for differentiating edges
in a visualization. The experimental results of this project found edge coloring to
be the most effective on small graphs. This is in line with the findings of Hu, Shi,
and Liu’s edge coloring work [5]. When a graph contains thousands of edges, edge
coloring alone is insufficient to trace node connections. Highlighting node connections
in interactive visualizations is a powerful capability that allows the user to single out
a node and its connections from a graph. This feature is especially useful in medium
to large size graphs when edge coloring is insufficient for identifying node connections.
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5.6 Interactivity
Experiments showed that interactivity is most effective on smaller graphs. As
graph size increases, visualizations take longer to stabilize and become less respon-
sive. Stabilization time in interactive visualizations refers to how long it takes for the
D3 force simulation to stop. The visualization is settled when all nodes and edges
in the graph have stopped moving. For small graphs with less than fifty nodes, the
force layout settles within a few seconds, and the graph fits neatly on screen. Perfor-
mance is good, and there is no lag when highlighting node connections. Interactive
visualizations of medium sized graphs, graphs with a few hundred nodes, take longer
to settle into position and show mild performance issues. Medium sized graphs take
about 30 seconds for the force simulation to stop. They also have a few seconds of
lag when trying to highlight node connections. While less effective than on small
graphs, interactive visualizations are still useful on medium sized networks, and the
performance impacts are relatively minor.
Large graphs with over a thousand nodes, on the other hand, do not perform
very well in interactive environments. Visualizations of large graphs can take over two
minutes to stabilize, and the full visualizations do not fit in the window screen. Figure
10 shows the initial view of the large YouTube Iteration 1 graph after it has stabilized.
It can only fit a portion of the visualization on screen, so the user must manually
zoom out to view the full visualization. There are also about four seconds of lag when
trying to highlight node connections in large graphs. But even with the performance
drawbacks of interactivity on large graphs, interactive visualizations are still more
useful than their static counterparts. Zooming and panning are especially useful for
large graphs to see details which may otherwise be lost in static visualizations. The
slow layout stabilization time is inconvenient but not detrimental to user experience
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as the user can manually stop the force simulation by pressing the space bar.
For node highlighting, the majority of the lag time comes from fading out the
unconnected nodes and edges to the background. As a workaround, the lag time
can be greatly reduced by highlighting node connections without fading out the rest
of the graph. This can be achieved by hovering over a node instead of clicking on
it. Figure 11 shows an example of node highlighting with and without fading out
unrelated nodes and edges on the YouTube Iteration 1 visualization. It is clear from
the example that node highlighting without fading out the background can be just as
effective as highlighting with fading out the background for large communities. This
alternative method of node highlighting does not work as well for small communities
since the connecting edges may be hidden by other unrelated edges. In this case,
the unrelated nodes and edges must be greyed out in order to reveal the highlighted
edge connections. However, as a means to quickly get a big picture view of large
community connections, highlighting without fading out the rest of the graph is a
good solution.
Table 7 lists the layout stabilization and node highlighting times for all visual-
izations.
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Figure 10: The initial view of the YouTube Iteration 1 interactive graph drawing does
not fit the entire visualization in screen.
Figure 11: Node highlighting with (left) and without (right) fading out unconnected
nodes and edges example on the YouTube dataset (iteration 1).
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Email 1 Small 5 0
Email 2 Small 5 0
DBLP 1 Medium 30 2
DBLP 2 Small 3 0
DBLP 3 Small 1 0
Amazon 1 Medium 23 1.5
Amazon 2 Small 1 0
Amazon 3 Small 1 0
YouTube 1 Large 127 4
YouTube 2 Small 3 0
YouTube 3 Small 1 0
Wikipedia 1 Small 6 0
Wikipedia 2 Small 1 0
Wikipedia 3 Small 1 0
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
Data visualization is a powerful tool for quickly and effectively communicat-
ing large amounts of information. Network visualization in particular is useful for
conveying information about relationships between network actors. Networks are
represented with graphs, but creating visually appealing graph drawings can be diffi-
cult, especially when networks are large. This project aims to optimize visualization
aesthetics and effectively convey inter-community relationships in a network. Graph
drawings are created over five known datasets using a combination of techniques in-
cluding recursive community detection, node size scaling, layout formation, labeling,
edge coloring, and interactivity.
By applying recursive community detection, large networks with up to millions of
nodes can be succinctly expressed in smaller graph sizes better suited for visualization.
Graphs usually converge to the minimum number of communities in three community
detection iterations. This is an effect of the Louvain community detection algorithm,
which experiments showed vastly decreased the number of nodes in each iteration.
The steep jumps in graph size led the recursion to finish within three iterations even
for large datasets.
Capped node size scaling proved to be the most effective node size scaling method
as it helped create aesthetically pleasing visualizations while keeping the node sizes
proportionally accurate to the number of nodes from the original graph contained in
each community node. Based on a survey of visualizations in seven different layouts,
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the Large interactive layout produced the most visually appealing visualizations and
was the most effective in showing the networks’ community structure. Labeling in
interactive visualizations also helped convey key community size details by showing
the number of nodes from the original graph and the number of nodes from the
previous community detection iteration graph contained in each community node.
Edge coloring helps differentiate edge crossings but loses effectiveness as graph size
increases. Interactive visualizations introduce node highlighting, which can be used
to highlight node connections when edge coloring is insufficient for distinguishing
edges. Interactivity also adds zooming, panning, and dragging capabilities. With
these additional features, interactive visualizations are significantly more powerful
than static graph drawings. But interactivity is best suited for smaller graphs since
interactive visualizations become less responsive as graph size grows.
6.2 Future Work
This project can be further extended by graphing the nodes within each com-
munity. For instance, a user may be interested in a particular community and want
to examine the relationships within the community in more detail. In an interactive
environment, it would be useful if the user could click on a community node and be
brought to a new visualization of the nodes within the community. However, a single
community could contain hundreds of thousands of nodes, which would be difficult
to visualize all at once. Recursive community detection can be used in this case to
create a smaller graph of from the community network. This way a large network can
be broken down into multiple sub-graphs of more manageable size where any specific
community can still be viewed in more detail.
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Different community detection algorithms other than Louvain can also be tested
to see the number of communities produced in each iteration of recursive community
detection. The goal would be to find a community detection algorithm that does
not shrink the graph size too significantly between iterations. Another area for im-
provement would be to add a minimum node size constant in addition to the existing
maximum node size constant for capped node size scaling. This will create a linear
mapping from the raw node sizes to the range between the constant maximum and
minimum visualization node size values.
Finally, it would be useful to label community nodes based on their contents
instead of their community sizes. For instance, the Amazon products dataset could
have labels such as "Kitchen Appliances" or "Electronics." Content based labels are
useful for conveying what each community actually represents. However, finding
datasets with such metadata available can be challenging. The datasets used in
this project come in a format where each node is represented by a number. But
information about what each number represents is not given. This makes it impossible
to label nodes according to their contents for this project. If appropriate datasets
with content metadata can be found, content based labels would be very helpful for
communicating what each community represents in a graph visualization.
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APPENDIX
Data Visualization User Survey Questions
Please answer the following two questions for every visualization.
1. How visually pleasing is the visualization?
2. How effective is the visualization in displaying inter-community relationships?
Please rate the visualizations on a scale of one to three where:
• 1 = good
• 2 = average
• 3 = bad
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A.1 Email Iteration 1
(a) Random (b) Kamada-Kawai (c) Spring
(d) NetworkX
(e) Default (f) Small
(g) Large
Figure A.12: Email Iteration 1 draw in seven layouts.
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A.2 Email Iteration 2





Figure A.13: Email Iteration 2 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.3 DBLP Iteration 1





Figure A.14: DBLP Iteration 1 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.4 DBLP Iteration 2





Figure A.15: DBLP Iteration 2 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.5 Amazon Iteration 1
(a) Random (b) Kamada-Kawai (c) Spring
(d) NetworkX
(e) Default (f) Small
(g) Large
Figure A.16: Amazon Iteration 1 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.6 YouTube Iteration 1





Figure A.17: YouTube Iteration 1 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.7 YouTube Iteration 2
(a) Random (b) Kamada-Kawai (c) Spring
(d) NetworkX
(e) Default (f) Small
(g) Large
Figure A.18: YouTube Iteration 2 drawn in seven layouts.
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A.8 Wikipedia Iteration 1





Figure A.19: Wikipedia Iteration 1 drawn in seven layouts.
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